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How to Learn English Effectively 

Over the past few years, it is relevant that Taiwan has become the bilingual society currently, and it is 

common that most universities regarded English as a required subject to acquire. However, some people 

considered that English is too complicated to consider, and I do not completely agree with that. I will share 

my history and experience of my English learning time.  

Here are some following topics to share: 

Tip1: Listening  

Tip2: Reading 

Tip3: TOEIC Preparation 

 

I. Listening 

First of all, I am going to share how to improve my listening ability. No matter what exams are they in the 

English field, listening is the most important part to get the points in all the tests. Here are my tips for you: 

(1) Music 

In my leisure time when I feel bored, listening to the music is the necessary hobby for me to kill the time. The 

music which I listen the most is United Kingdom pop music. Throughout the music, I can remember the lyric 

transited to the feelings and expression of the songs. While listening in the music application in Spotify, it has 

an useful function to look at the lyrics.  



 

After listening and appreciating a song, I will use an application which is called ”LyricsTraining” to test the 

familiar with this song. In this application, you can choose multiple choice or karaoke to test. After that, here 

are the level of difficulties to choose. My opinion of using this test is very useful for you want to acquire 

some unfamiliar vocabulary so you can get the rewards. After all, I recommend everyone to download 

because it is interesting.  



 



 



 

(2) Spotify Podcast 

In every moment, podcasts of series have been relevant in current, I love to hear many stories or knowledge. 

In my opinion, listening to podcasts can not only improve your listening ability, but also broaden your field of 

other subjects, including geography, history and more. While listening to the podcast, you can take a piece of 

paper to dictate the content, and try to interpret the main idea of the podcast. Now I am having the 

preparation for my IELTS exam, so in the morning, I always need to listen the podcast to enhance.  

For me, these are the podcasts I hear regularly to recommend: 

1. BBC 6 minutes leaning English:  

I hear it in the morning every day. The contents cover a lot of general to our daily lives to talk for 6 minutes, 

and it has a little quiz to test you whether understanding the common sense. Furthermore, you can take some 

notes for the new vocabulary. For example, if toady topic is regarding to Favourite Novel, it will provide the 



little quiz to test you what was the most best-selling novels in U.K. and some vocabulary with the topic of 

reading.  

 

2. Music Planet: Road Trip 

When I was young, I love to listen to a lot of cultural music because I have learned to play the piano when I 

was three years old, and my piano teacher taught me how to play different countries of tone. In order to recall 

the memory and get close to the cultural customs, it is appealing to listen to introduce the historical 

backgrounds and origin of the music. My impressive episode is “Norway” because its ethnic is aboriginal in 

the Northern Europe, so it is special for are springar or springleik. 



 

3. Homeschool History:  

Above the mentioning, this is the podcasts series which teach the history of events, celebrity, treasures 

and more. Before stating to hear the series of Home school history podcasts, I thought it is tough and dull 

to understand so many history backgrounds. However, thanks to this podcast, it uses the simple and 

organised tips to narrate the importance. In the end of the content, it provides 5 questions to test your 

memorial ability for important place, time or people. 



 

 

II. Reading 

Secondly, continuing the part of listening section, now it is time to introduce the tips to enhance your reading 

ability for you. There are varieties types of topic which can help you to not only the main topic of the reading 

but also understand the structure subsequence of the writing. Whatever the form it is. Here are my tips for 

you: 

(1) English News  

For my daily routine, reading a passage of the news can help me to reinforce the field of  fact, including the 

category of society, incidents or politics. Speaking on my experience, reading the news can not only reflect 

the opinion for complying the generality but also understand the main idea of the incidents or events. For 

example, when reading the report of European refugees’ issues, it came out with the discussing topic- 



“Whether you agree to accommodate the refugees in Taiwan or not”. 

 

  

 

(2) Articles &Literature 

In my free time, no matter what kind of literatures is, such as folk tales, fiction or American literatures, it is 

useful to spend the time reading a novel. Recently, I am reading a series of “Oxford bookworms” to learn the 

new vocabulary, and the main idea made me inspiring and motivational. In the past, I have read a lot of poets 

and classical works of British literature. For example, “When I was One and Twenty”, the main idea was 

narrating the unforgettable memory when author was twenty-one years old. 



 

III. TOEIC Preparation 

Recalling two years ago, it was the last time I went to take the TOEIC exam. However, I can deeply 

remember that during the preparation was very tiring but full of harvest because it spend me nearly ten 

months to get the ideal grade -795. From my experience, I have some tips to share to everybody: 

How can you improve your TOEIC ability, I will discuss in the following table: 

Listening  Reading 

Part 1: Pictures Look at the details in 

the picture. While listening, be careful 

with the grammar of the tense. 

Part 5: In complete Sentences 

Identifying the speech, grammar or 

meaning of the words then try to comply 

with the question.  

Part 2: Best Responses Listen to the 

question carefully, especially 5 wh- 

(what, where, when, why, who), 1h- 

(how) and yes/no in the  beginning; 

while answering the question, listen to 

the key points carefully 

Part 6: Cloze Identifying the speech, 

grammar or meaning of the words then 

try to comply with the question. 

 Sentence Completion: Reading the 

passage before and after the blanks 

to examine which is appropriate 

Part 3: Short Conversation Look at the 

selections first and scan the keywords, 

after listening, choose the answer with 

the matching keywords 

Part 7: Reading Comprehension Don’t 

be afraid when encountering the long 

passage. Look at the selections first and 

scan the keywords, after listening, choose 



the answer with the matching keywords 

Part 4: Short Passage Same as Part (3). 

Look at the selections first and scan 

the keywords, after listening, choose 

the answer with the matching 

keywords 

 

 

To sum it up, leaning and acquiring some new knowledge is challenging but not difficult to me. Actually, I do 

not have any specific favourite or not favourite subjects. You have to keep your positive attitude to learn 

happily, and using the effective way to learn a language. I hope everyone can improve it. Thanks a lot for my 

sharing! 
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